
- - - White Line Fever - - -
COMPONENTS
Hot Wheels cars, one eight sided dice (D8) per player, one six sided dice (D6) per 
car, one rectangular template 3"x1".

SETUP
Find a playing surface (normally 4'x'3') and choose a number of Hot Wheel cars to 
use per player, normally 5-10. Obstacles can be setup as desired.

Both players roll a D8, whoever rolls higher places a car anywhere and marks the 
starting speed with a D6. The next player does the same, then back to the first 
player and so on until all cars have been placed.
No car can be setup within a template length of another.

Both players roll a D8, whoever rolls higher can choose to Drive first or second.

SPEED INTERVALS
Speed intervals marked with D6 represent 30km/h per 1, so 2 Speed = 60km/h, and top 
6 Speed = 180km/h.

CONDITIONS
Spin Out: Face the car in the opposite direction and reduce Speed by 1.
Flipped Over: Flip the car over and reduce Speed by 2. If a car is required to Flip 
Over and it is already Flipped Over it is Destroyed instead.
Destroyed: Remove the car from the table.
Explodes: All cars within a template length take an attack, so roll D8 per car and 
resolve as normal.

DRIVING TURN
The Driving player chooses 1 of their cars to act. Once complete play proceeds in a 
round robin fashion with each player getting a Driving Turn.

If the car is Flipped Over restore it to driving condition.
If the car is NOT Flipped Over the driver can raise/lower the Speed of that car by 
up to 2.

Then the car can perform 1 Maneuver per 1 Speed. They must alternate their Maneuver 
types between Straight and Turning. So if they start with Turning the next Maneuver 
needs to be Straight, then back to Turning, and so on.
Use the provided Maneuver Tracker to assist.

MANEUVERS
The Straight Maneuver uses the template and is between a 1" minimum and 3" maximum. 
Measure from the front of the car to the front of the car.
The Turning Maneuver uses the side of the template to turn up to 90 degrees.

CONTROL CHECK
Once per Driving Turn after a player has planned a Maneuver, but before they 
execute and actually move the car, the opponent can say "Check!". This means the 
driver has to roll to maintain control of their car.

To check the driver rolls a D8, if the result is greater than or equal to the car's 
Speed they have maintained control and may execute the Maneuver as normal.
If the result is less they lose control and the opponent may place the car facing 
any direction they want AND move that car up to one template length. This counts as 
1 Manuever for the driver. The driver may then proceed as normal.

Note this means a Speed of 1 is an automatic success, so no roll is necessary.



FIRE WEAPONS
After any Maneuver the driver may Fire Weapons. You can only Fire Weapons once per 
Driving turn though.

Choose a target the car can see (no obstacles or other cars in the way) and is in 
the attacker's forward 180 degree arc. If there is doubt the attacker can shoot if 
they can trace a line from either front tire to any tire on the target.

The driver rolls a D8 and compares to the target's Speed.

Before resolving the driver can apply up to two situational modifiers to their 
roll:
+1/-1 if shooting the target's back (180 degree arc)
+1/-1 if the target is Flipped Over

After factoring in modifiers look at the result:
If the result is less than the target's Speed the shot misses and nothing happens. 
This means a car with a Speed of 1 is always hit, but the severity can still vary.
If the result is exactly equal to the target's Speed they are Flipped Over.
If the result is greater than the target Speed (but not a 7 or 8+) they Spin Out.
If the result is 7 or 8 the target is Destroyed.
If the result is 9 or higher (due to modifiers) the target is Destroyed and 
Explodes.

COLLISIONS
If a car runs into another car or an obstacle a Collision happens.

Between cars means both players roll D8 and add their Speed. The higher result 
Spins Out, the lower is Flipped Over (and their Driving Turn ends if they were the 
acting car).
A car hitting an obstacle automatically Spins Out and their Driving Turn ends. Then 
the car rolls a D8 and the opponent rolls a D8 for the obstacle. If the opponents 
result is higher the car also Flips Over.

PLAYTEST
1. Rolling a natural 8 on a Collision instantly Destroys the other car. Too random? 
Too much to remember?

2. +1/-1 modifier if within a template length ("Short Range")...requires measuring 
shots whereas we don't now

3. Figure out the best way to use the template. Place short corner pointing to 
either rear tire? Then if you rotate the car the full way you've turned 90 degrees 
basically. These would be rear wheel drive cars. Option for front drive cars?

4. Is Shooting too complex or a hassle to remember? Seems like it'd be pretty 
natural after a turn or two.


